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INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to welcome you to Initial Investigation, a workshop developed by
MASTER, a program of the Academy for Professional Excellence and the product of the
National APS Training Partnership. This material has been adapted for Ohio by the
Institute for Human Services for the Ohio Human Services Training System.
The Academy for Professional Excellence was established in 1996 and provides
training, technical assistance, organizational development, research, and evaluation to
public and private health and human service agencies and professionals.
The Academy is a project of San Diego State University School of Social Work (founded
in 1963), which offers both a bachelor’s and master’s degree in Social Work. The
School of Social Work at San Diego State University was founded in 1963 and has been
continuously accredited by the Council of Social Work Education since 1966.
The Academy has extensive experience in providing specialized services, including:
• Multi-disciplinary competency-based trainings
• Curriculum development
• Needs assessment
• Research
• Evaluation
• Meeting facilitation
• Organizational development consultation services
MASTER is an Archstone Foundation funded program of the Academy for Professional
Excellence which has the overarching goal to develop standardized core curricula for
new APS workers and to share these trainings on a national scale. Professional training
opportunities are a critical step toward ensuring APS workers have the appropriate tools
to serve older adults. MASTER has worked extensively with state and national partner
agencies in the development of this curriculum.
Our partners include:
• National Adult Protective Services Association Education Committee (NAPSA)
• The Statewide APS Training Project
• California Department of Social Services, Adult Services Branch
• California State University Sacramento IHSS Training Project
• Protective Services Operations Committee of the California Welfare Director's
Association (PSOC)
• California Social Work Education Center Aging Initiative (CalSWEC)
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CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Time: 6 hours
Description:
In this workshop, participants will learn how to evaluate initial intake reports for Adult
Protective Services (APS) and how to prepare for the initial visit. Participants will be
introduced to rapport building strategies when working with older adults and methods for
conducting investigations of abuse, neglect, and exploitation. Participants will also learn
methods for interviewing alleged perpetrators and how to assess dangerous situations.
Competencies:
•

101-01-001 - Understands why information collected at screening is critical for
making decisions regarding level of risk, investigation, assessment, and case
planning

•

101-02-001 - Knows the role of adult protective services caseworkers and knows
ethical, cultural, and best-practice standards in adult protective services

•

103-02-002 - Understands how cultural factors, including verbal and nonverbal
communication styles, can create misunderstandings and misjudgments

•

103-02-004 - Understands how ethnocentrism, lack of knowledge, and reliance on
stereotypes can contribute to intercultural conflicts, misjudgments, and
miscommunication

•

103-03-001 - Knows person-centered, strengths-based, casework principles and
approaches to engage older adults and others involved in the case

•

105-01-001 - Knows best practice standards, Ohio Revised Codes, Ohio
Administrative Codes, and agency policies and procedures related to screening
referrals of older adult maltreatment

•

105-03-001 - Understands why using information obtained during the screening
process is important in planning an approach for an investigation

•

205-04-003 - Understands individual, cultural, and developmental considerations
when arranging interviews with older adults and others involved in the case
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•

303-01-001 - Knows the principles, rules, and standards for effective verbal and
written communication

•

305-01-002 - Knows the stages in escalating conflict, verbal and behavior
indicators of increasing tension, and interventions to prevent further escalation

•

307-01-002 - Knows why eliciting information from case records and key
informants regarding mental health status, substance abuse, and prior violent
behavior is important before engaging in direct contact with an older adult and
others involved in the case

Learning Objectives:
By the end of this workshop, participants will be able to:
•

Define intake and describe the goal of the intake process

•

Describe the S.T.O.R.Y. approach and its use in the intake process

•

Understand methods for preparing for the initial visit and rapport building strategies
when working with older adults

•

Describe interviewing strategies when working with alleged perpetrators

•

Describe how to assess potentially dangerous situations in order to remain safe
and discuss ways to deescalate these situations

Agenda:
Timeline

Activity

Handouts and Trainer
Resources

9:00-9:15

I.

Introductions and What’s In It For Me
(WIIFM)

Handout #1,
Initial Investigation PowerPoint
Slides

9:15-9:55

II.

Introduction to the Intake Process

9:55-10:45

III.

The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach

10:45-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-1:00

BREAK
IV. Preparing for the Initial Visit
LUNCH

Handout #2,
The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach
Trainer Resource #1,
Using the S.T.O.R.Y. Approach
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1:00-1:50

V.

Rapport Building Strategies

1:50-2:35

VI.

Interviewing the Alleged Perpetrator

2:35-2:50
2:50-3:45

BREAK
VII. Assessing Potential Danger and DeEscalation
VIII. Transfer of Learning

3:45-4:00

Trainer Resource #2,
Interviewing the Alleged
Perpetrator
Trainer Resource #3,
Case Vignette

Materials Needed:
•

Trainer Manual

•

PowerPoint Presentation

•

Participant Handouts
o Handout #1, Initial Investigation PowerPoint Slides
o Handout #2, The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach

•

Trainer Resources
o Trainer Resource #1, Using the S.T.O.R.Y. Approach
o Trainer Resource #2, Interviewing the Alleged Perpetrator
o Trainer Resource #3, Case Vignette

• Computer with LCD (digital projector)
• Name tents
• Easel, flipchart paper, markers, and tape
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SECTION I:
INTRODUCTIONS AND WHATS’S IN IT FOR
ME (WIIFM)
Time: 15 minutes
Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #1-2

•

Handout #1, Initial Investigation PowerPoint Slides

A. Introductions and WIIFM
Trainer Instruction
•

Introduce yourself; provide any relevant information about your
position, work history, or other relevant information.

•

Ask participants to introduce themselves, give their position,
where they work, and how long they have worked in the field.

•

Review learning objectives with the group and distribute
Handout #1, Initial Investigation PowerPoint Slides. By the
end of this workshop, participants will be able to:
o Define intake and describe the goal of the intake process
o Describe the S.T.O.R.Y. approach and its use in the intake
process
o Understand methods for preparing for the initial visit and
rapport building strategies when working with older adults
o Describe interviewing strategies when working with alleged
perpetrators
o Describe how to assess potentially dangerous situations in
order to remain safe and discuss ways to deescalate these
situations
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•

If there are participant concerns that are not included in today’s
training content, help direct them to a workshop that addresses
that content. Throughout the workshop, make a point to address
the WIIFM issues and refer to the wall charts.

•

Review housekeeping information such as break and lunch
times, location of restrooms, and cell phone use.
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SECTION II:
INTRODUCTION TO THE INTAKE
PROCESS
Time: 40 minutes
Competencies Addressed:
•

101-01-001 - Understands why information collected at
screening is critical for making decisions regarding level of risk,
investigation, assessment, and case planning

•

101-02-001 - Knows the role of adult protective services
caseworkers and knows ethical, cultural, and best-practice
standards in adult protective services

Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #3-7

A. How is Intake Done at Your Agency?
Trainer Instruction
•

Ask for volunteers to share how intake is handled at their
agency. Utilize the following questions as prompts, if needed.
o Who takes the initial call?
o Where does the intake information go?
o How do cases get assigned?
o What happens next?

•

Lead a large group discussion to cover the content below.

Content to be Discussed
•

Beginning at the point of intake, there are many factors to
consider when working with older adults who are at risk for
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abuse, neglect, and exploitation. Intake is defined as the
gathering of enough information to determine if an investigation
is needed including locating the identified individual and
indicating how emergent the needs may be.
•

Regardless of one’s role in the intake process, the skills needed
to speak to a referrer and obtain information about a case are
very important. Many times, the assigned worker would like to
clarify information or ask further questions and needs to call
back the referrer.

•

Locating the identified individual may not always as easy as it
appears. Not having correct information may lead to wasted time
and endanger the worker. Evaluating the urgency of the call will
determine if law enforcement, emergency medical technicians,
or psychiatric emergency services should be the first responder,
or if the APS worker should make the home visit alone or with
others.

•

The quality of the information obtained at intake connects to the
success of the initial visit. A good intake interview will save
worker time and frustration and give the worker enough
information to begin planning for the engagement process. It is
not as simple as we might think, and it is the valuable
cornerstone of beginning an APS case.

•

Setting the tone is very important for the reputation of the
agency and the APS program. The communications and
listening skills of the intake worker influences the referent’s view
of the agency, how the referent understands the program
responsibilities and limitations, and if the referent would call
again. Obtaining the most relevant information in the most
congenial and least interrogating way is key.

•

A very important goal of the intake interview is to determine if
the case should be screened IN or OUT. The information
obtained should give the intake worker the basis to decide if the
case meets the criteria established by rule and policy to open an
investigation.
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B. Role of the Intake Worker
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion regarding the role of the intake
worker.

Content to be Discussed
•

The intake worker will wear many different hats in his or her role.
For example:
o Communicator - In order to understand the situation as it is
described by the referent, the intake worker must use
communication, listening, and questioning skills carefully.
o Clarifier - The intake worker also must clarify terms used by
the referent. Words like “crazy, demented, weird,
dysfunctional, manipulative, controlling, or filthy” need to be
explained behaviorally. For example:



You have said that the home should be
condemned. Please tell me what you have seen.
You
mentioned
that
everyone
in the
neighborhood is afraid of Mrs. Jones’ son. Can
you tell me what he does that scares people?

o

Educator - In the educator role, the intake worker must be
able to clearly explain the responsibilities and limitations of
APS, issues of self-determination, and the role of other
agencies. Oftentimes, referents do not know where to go
– and they may have been passed around from agency to
agency before they got to APS. The intake worker needs
to have empathy and patience when explaining the system
to the referent.

o

Service Broker - The intake worker also acts as a service
broker in those instances when resources or referrals are
needed. This especially may occur when the case is not
deemed appropriate for APS. The intake worker should
have knowledge about many programs and services
available and be able to explain these services as well as
connect the referent to them.
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o

Ambassador - The intake worker, as the “ambassador of
good will,” is the representative of the agency to the
community. Most lay people are not aware of APS and its
mandates. Some may have a negative view of APS
because of the strict confidentiality rules. The intake
worker has the opportunity and the responsibility to treat
referents with respect, even if their motives are in
question, or they are angry about the process.

•

Skills for effective intake interviews include: empathy, patience,
perseverance, listening, questioning, and clear, and nonthreatening jargon free communication.

•

Intake workers must have empathy and understanding of the
issues around making a report to APS: fear, frustration, anger,
confusion, expectations. Taking an APS report requires
patience, as the referent often does not know how to explain the
situation, and perseverance, as questions may have to be asked
in many different ways. The worker must be willing to listen and
ask proper clarifying questions - open-ended for more
information, closed-ended for specifics. Questioning does not
mean interrogating; rather having a focused conversation that
leads to determining what should happen to the case. The
worker also needs to use non-threatening, non-defensive, and
non-inflammatory language. When speaking to the referent, be
aware that jargon and acronyms may confuse the issue so use
clear and understandable explanations and descriptions.
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SECTION III:
THE S.T.O.R.Y. APPROACH
Time: 50 minutes
Competency Addressed:
•

105-01-001 - Knows best practice standards, Ohio Revised
Codes, Ohio Administrative Codes, and agency policies and
procedures related to screening referrals of older adult
maltreatment

Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #8-14

•

Handout #2, The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach

•

Trainer Resource #1, Using the S.T.O.R.Y. Approach

A. The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach
Trainer Instruction
•

Distribute Handout #2, The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach and lead a
large group discussion.

Content to be Discussed
•

The S.T.O.R.Y. approach is one way to remember the most
important information to obtain from the referent. S.T.O.R.Y.
stands for Specifics, Tale, Others, Referral Source, and Yes (or
No).

•

Every referent has a unique relationship with the older adult
being referred. Some know the older adult well, some hardly at
all. There are many reasons for reporting a case to APS, most
very legitimate, some questionable. Therefore, the information
available will vary greatly and the worker’s expectations should
not be too high. Using the S.T.O.R.Y. approach will help intake
workers as well as front line APS workers prepare for the initial
visit by making the most out of the intake interview with the
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referent. There may be only one chance to obtain information,
so it is crucial to make the most out of the call.
•

When we use the term “Story” we are not implying that the
information we obtain is fiction. It is an approach whose goal is
to obtain the most correct and most useful information. Rather
than a list of questions that are posed in order, it serves as a
guide and reminds workers to listen patiently, communicate
clearly, and try to get the big picture along with as many details
as possible.

Specifics
•

“Specifics” refer to the basic demographics that are needed to
locate the older adult as well as information needed to make the
initial visit more efficient. For example:
o A complete address which includes directions (especially
for rural areas) and home or apartment location (apartment
number, floor number, entrance details) will save the
worker time and frustration. If the older adult resides in a
mobile home, it would be important to know the name of
the mobile home park.
o Asking about environmental issues such as utility shutoffs,
deteriorating porches, animals, and vermin may also help
prepare the worker from too many surprises and help avoid
unsafe situations.
o Knowing if the older adult has vision or hearing
impairments will also help the worker plan for the proper
approach to the home and to the older adult. By getting a
sense of the older adult’s mental or cognitive issues, the
worker may be able to prepare for the introduction stage of
the visit.
o It would be helpful to know who else is living in the home,
what the relationship is, and their schedule.

Tale
•

“Tale” refers to the details of the allegation, the goal being to get
as many facts as possible. For example:
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o What happened? Who was involved? Has it happened
before? How long has it been going on? Who saw it?
Where did it occur? Besides the allegation(s), is the older
adult able to protect him/herself? What can the older adult
do for him/herself (activities of daily living)?
o Very important is the issue of violence: what is the history?
Are there weapons in the house? Is the alleged perpetrator
known to law enforcement? Are there behaviors on the part
of the perpetrator or older adult that may be dangerous? Is
law enforcement or mental health emergency services
indicated?
o If the report is of self-neglect, get a detailed description of
the history and the present situation as well as factors that
may indicate the need for immediate response.
Others
•

Having information on the older adult’s support system will give
the worker a network to draw from when conducting an
investigation. For example:
o Neighbors may be able to provide details about their
relationship with the older adult. Visiting nurses may be
able to provide medical history. Service providers may
have a sense of what interventions have been tried in the
past; they may even have income information. A banker’s
assistance and knowledge would be invaluable in a
financial exploitation investigation. Although most of this
“other” information will be obtained little by little as the
worker gets more involved with the case, any information
obtained up front will help make headway into the
investigation.

Referring Party
•

As discussed earlier, making a positive connection with the
referent will help the older adult, worker, and the agency in many
ways. For example:
o Knowing the relationship and the kind of involvement the
referent has with the older adult may shed some light on
the reason for the report and the motivation of the referent
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(for example, real concern, vendetta, or financial gain).
Whatever the perceived motive of the referent, it is
important to treat him or her with respect and courtesy.
o Explore with the referent the perception of immediate risk
and clarify reasons. Also, if appropriate, explore the
perception of the older adult’s willingness to accept help or
how the older adult has responded to help in the past.
Remember, a negative response to others does not
necessarily mean that the older adult will be negative to the
next worker. There may have been a variety of factors that
led to resistance in the past that would not apply to the
APS visit.
o Making the referent feel appreciated and thanking him or
her for the concern may open the way for further contact
and clarification. This can be especially helpful if the initial
intake is done outside of the APS unit and the assigned
APS worker has further questions.
Yes (or No)
•

Frequently individuals who report to APS are not familiar with
the program, do not understand the process, have a
preconceived negative impression, or have unrealistic
expectations of what can be achieved.

•

Some referents believe that APS has the authority to “put
someone in a nursing home” for any reason or can “kick out” a
son or daughter that the referent feels is “not right.” In your role
as “educator,” being able to explain the agency’s role and its
mandates is very important. Discussion of expectations as well
as any confidentiality issues will also help clarify the next steps.

•

Note, per Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) 5101:2-20-11, Adult
Protective Services Screening, upon request from the referent,
the intake worker may inform him or her of the screening
decision (screened in or screened out) only. The intake worker
shall not share any additional case information with the referent.
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B. S.T.O.R.Y. Activity
Trainer Instruction
•

Divide the participants into four (4) groups. If the group size is
small, divide participants into two (2) groups. Refer to Trainer
Resource #1, Using The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach. There are four
(4) case scenarios which include a scant amount of basic
information provided in the words of the referent.

•

Assign a case to each group and have them develop a list of
questions and information they would want to obtain using
Handout #2, The S.T.O.R.Y. Approach. Instruct participants to
choose a recorder who will list the questions and information
sought under the S.T.O.R.Y. headings. Give participants about
10 minutes to develop their list.

•

Process responses as a large group.
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SECTION IV:
PREPARING FOR THE INITIAL VISIT
Time: 60 minutes
Competency Addressed:
•

105-03-001 - Understands why using information obtained
during the screening process is important in planning an
approach for an investigation

Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #15-28

A. Preparing for the Initial Visit
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion to cover the following content.

Content to be Discussed
•

Now that we have practiced the intake interview, we realize the
skills and challenges to connecting with the referent and
obtaining enough information to decide whether to screen in the
case for APS. It is crucial that intake workers and APS workers
understand the criteria for accepting a case for investigation so
that case practice is consistent.

•

Once the case is assigned, the prep work continues. Although
you may have to investigate quickly, it is important to take a little
time to do some prep work. This may save you time and may
make your visit a safer one.

•

First, review the intake report. If the information you received
from the intake worker is not clear, you may want to speak to
that worker or follow up with the referent to ask further
questions. Consider the following key points:
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•

Prior History
o Abuse, neglect, and exploitation history may be found in
your own APS records, if the case was previously known to
the agency. If there is a case record, the intake worker
should review it while remembering to remain objective: the
situation may have changed, the relationship with the
previous worker may have been different, the interventions
used may have had different outcomes. If the family moved
from another county, you may want to contact that county.
If violence is indicated, you may want to check with law
enforcement to see if the individuals are known. You may
be able to find out if there are court orders in place and
their history. You might want to check public records to
check on such information as home ownership.
o Although we cannot plan for everything, having some
background information may help us in the options we offer
our older adults. For example, past or present law
enforcement involvement, existing court orders, and public
records.
o Oftentimes, older adults have had experience with other
agencies and service providers, and that experience may
not have been positive. We might obtain some information
from other providers: what service was used, when, what
was the outcome? This may help us to better understand
an older adult’s fear or resistance. Of course, we want this
information directly from the older adult…how she
experienced the service provision is what we will use to try
to engage the older adult.
o As APS workers we need to have a “bag of tricks” or
options to offer our older adults depending on their
situation. Examining the intake information and preparing
well for the initial visit may help us fill our “bags” so we can
offer something on the spot if the older adult is willing to
accept help.

•

Cultural Awareness
o Cultural sensitivity is a crucial part of any human services
work and APS workers must be aware of these issues to
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engage with the older adult. If you know in advance the
culture of the person to be interviewed, learn a bit about the
culture: values, traditions, customs, and practices. Be
aware that there are many differences within cultural
groups as well as differences depending on assimilation. If
the older adult has limited English ability, determining if an
interpreter is necessary would be a first step. Also, if the
older adult/family is from a different ethnic background, you
might want to prepare yourself by gaining some
understanding of the culture.
•

Older Adult Access
o Accessing the older adult may pose a challenge. For
example: mobility (getting to the door), hearing impairment
(hearing the bell or the knock), mental condition (fear,
paranoia, cognitive issues), environmental concerns (rats,
cats, disrepair), unclear location information, gated
community.
o Possible solutions may include: call in advance, call from
cell phone upon arrival, arrange to make visit with a trusted
friend, wear disposable clothing, take liquid hand cleaner,
and take dog biscuits. The more you can prepare for the
unknown, the more confident you will be at the first visit.

•

Visit Type
o Although most APS visits are unannounced, there may be
a time when you wish to announce it. It is very important to
check your agency’s policies about announced and
unannounced visits. It is also crucial that the rationale for
choosing whether to announce the visit or whether to make
the first visit outside the older adult’s home be documented.
Although there may be a reason to see the older adult
outside the home on the first visit, at some point the worker
will need to see the older adult in his or her own home.
o Note, per OAC 5101:2-20-12, Adult Protective Services
Assessment and Investigation, the county department of
job and family services (CDJFS) or its designee shall
attempt a face-to-face visit with the older adult, preferably
in the older adult's own home without the interference of
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others. If face-to-face contact is not possible, the reason(s)
must be documented in the case record.
o Depending on the information received, one might decide
to go with a coworker. For example, if there is an alleged
perpetrator in the house, one APS worker can talk to the
older adult, while the other talks to the alleged perpetrator.
If the older adult is cognitively impaired or suspicious, the
coworker can act as a witness. If the neighborhood is
unsafe or if there is any indication of safety concerns, it
would be useful to have a coworker with you.
o If a coworker is not available (many agencies are small and
rural and do not have enough staff) and there is an
indication of potential resistance, visiting with someone the
older adult trusts may be helpful. If it appears from the
information you have that the alleged perpetrator will
obstruct the first visit, you might consider visiting the older
adult in a more neutral location.
•

In summary, seek out consultation, support, or backup as
needed. Individuals may include co-workers, agencies providing
services, community partners, and family members of the older
adult. These individuals might be of help in preparing for the
visit. As a new worker, your supervisor can be very helpful as
can more experienced workers.

B. Safety Considerations
Trainer Instruction
•

Ask participants to share their experiences in conducting
announced or unannounced visits and safety considerations.

•

Lead a large group discussion to cover the following content.

Content to be Discussed
•

Workers often meet older adults for the first time during times of
crisis - on what could be the "worst day" of the older adult's life.
Workers must always consider issues of safety when conducting
initial investigations. Strategies can be used to keep older
adults, family members, and workers safe. These strategies
begin with preparation for a home visit and include
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environmental and interpersonal awareness as well as verbal
and non-verbal techniques to de-escalate tense situations. A risk
reduction plan allows the worker a measure of confidence in
assessing safety related issues so that the focus of a visit can
center on the needs of older adults.
•

As APS workers we need to develop good instincts and trust
them. This comes with experience. Looking at the intake
information, what is your gut reaction? This does not mean you
prejudge the situation, but you look for information that might
indicate a safety concern. Your safety is very important, and
those feelings should be discussed with your supervisor. In
some agencies, workers visit in pairs or have multi-disciplinary
teams. Safety concerns like guns or history of violence are red
flags to involve law enforcement.

•

There is no single plan that can eliminate risk nor is there any
one "right" way to deescalate tense situations. Guidelines are
offered with the recognition that workers must assess the validity
of a suggestion based on the individual circumstance they are
dealing with. Workers must use their clinical and intuitive
judgment to determine the best course of action in any given
situation. If instinct or professional judgment indicates that a
particular strategy will increase the possibility of harm, then the
worker should discard that option.

•

APS workers should approach their work from an older adultcentered perspective that is based on human relationships,
positive regard, empathy, and a belief in the possibility for
change. This approach to working with older adults includes a
responsibility to and respect for the older adult, honoring dignity,
and developing plans that are older adult-directed. This
framework helps to set up safety strategies that are driven, not
by suspicion, but by awareness and a desire to keep a safe
environment for everyone involved.

•

Before the Visit
o Accept responsibility to plan for safety; risk exists
o Learn about the home environment and neighborhood
o Review existing files to determine potential risks
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o Know agency protocols
o Conduct visits with a co-worker or law enforcement when
appropriate
o Think through scenarios and outcomes from similar visits
and adapt plans accordingly
o Consult with a supervisor, if needed
o Post a schedule of your home visits with addresses and
phone numbers
o If the schedule changes let someone at the office know
about the change
•

During the Visit
o Notice the neighborhood environment and make a plan of
action for entering and exiting your destination.
o Notice the home environment
o Be aware of who is in the home or may be coming to the
home
o Pay attention to your intuition and "gut level" feelings.
These are often the first warning signs of danger. Leave if
you feel threatened even if "nothing happened". You can
always come back later with a co-worker or law
enforcement.
o Be aware of cultural biases, stereotypes, and prejudices
that may affect judgment.
o If the older adult or someone in the home denies access, or
is threatening and angrily demands that you leave, you
should leave at once. If you feel the older adult is
endangered, return later with law enforcement assistance.
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C. Reducing Safety Risks
Trainer Instruction
•

Divide participants into four (4) groups and provide each group
with flipchart paper and markers. Assign each group a topic:
Scheduling, Communication, Travel, or Personal Safety. Explain
that we will be discussing law enforcement separately. If the
group size is small, assign more than one topic.

•

Ask each group to find ways to be safe between the office and
the place of initial visit (most likely older adult’s home). Give
teams 10 minutes to discuss and list their suggestions. Allow 15
minutes for teams to report to large group and have a general
discussion for each area.

•

After the large group discussion review the information below
and discuss tips that were not reviewed in the activity.

Content to be Discussed
•

Safety planning tips for home visits:
o Scheduling
 Go early in the day to high-crime neighborhoods
 Schedule the most challenging case first
 Know alleged perpetrator’s schedule
 Know when home health aide, or others, is at the
house
 Know older adult’s schedule (day program, senior
center, ongoing medical treatment)
o Communication
 Leave your schedule with supervisor and coworkers
 Discuss emergency signal plan with supervisor or
coworkers
 Have emergency numbers available
 If meeting law enforcement, wait for them to arrive
 If an older adult or someone else in the home denies
access, or is threatening and angrily demands that
you leave, you should leave at once. If you feel the
older adult is endangered, ask for law enforcement
assistance and return later with them.
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Be alert and aware of what is occurring, such as
verbal and non-verbal communication, and the level
of tension. Keep in touch with your intuition and “gut
level feelings”. If you start feeling nervous or afraid,
even if “nothing happened”, make an excuse and
leave. Come back later with another APS worker.

o Car and Travel
 Use county car when possible to avoid hostile older
adults learning your license plate number or
damaging your car
 Have your insurance information handy
 Keep maps in car; know where you are going; avoid
wandering on foot through neighborhoods or
apartment complexes looking for the older adult's
residence
 Have a full tank of gas; make sure spare tire is in
good repair; make sure you have a blanket, jumper
cables, water, shovel
 Lock doors and windows
 Do not open window more than a few inches to talk
to strangers
 Carry keys in your hand; have extra car door key
separate from other keys
 Choose a safe path to your car
 Make sure valuables are not visible – lock them in
the trunk when you leave
 If you think you are being followed, drive to the
police or fire station or to a public building
o Personal Safety
 Flashlight
 Cell phone (fully charged)
 Whistle
 Hand cleaner gel
 Dog biscuits
 Dress practically and sensibly
 Maintain a low profile
 Leave jewelry at home; take only what you can
afford to lose
 Carry a shoulder bag rather than a purse – secured
between your arm and body
 Keep hands free - no unnecessary parcels or bags
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D. Involving Law Enforcement
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion to cover the following content.

Content to be Discussed
•

Making an initial visit accompanied by law enforcement may be
necessary if there is information to substantiate weapons in the
home, active violent behavior, or acute mental illness where there
is danger to self or others. It is important that the worker feel
safe on the job. At the same time, there is a downside to
involving law enforcement on the first visit.

•

The initial visit is one that should build trust with the older adult.
A police presence may induce fear and suspicion. It may make it
difficult to explain the helping nature of the APS relationship. One
way to mitigate the disadvantages of having law enforcement
along for the first visit is to meet with the officer beforehand to get
on the same page about who is leading the investigation and
what outcomes are expected.

•

It is important to think through the reasons and to discuss the
options with your supervisor first. There may be a less intrusive
and aggressive way to approach the situation. For example, meet
the older adult at a different, safer location, visit when the alleged
perpetrator is known not to be home, go with another worker, or
go when the home health aide or another service provider is
present.
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SECTION V:
RAPPORT BUILDING STRATEGIES
Time: 50 minutes
Competencies Addressed:
•

103-02-002 - Understands how cultural factors, including verbal
and
nonverbal
communication
styles,
can
create
misunderstandings and misjudgments

•

103-02-004 - Understands how ethnocentrism, lack of
knowledge, and reliance on stereotypes can contribute to
intercultural conflicts, misjudgments, and miscommunication

•

103-03-001 - Knows person-centered, strengths-based,
casework principles and approaches to engage older adults and
others involved in the case

•

205-04-003
Understands
individual,
cultural,
and
developmental considerations when arranging interviews with
older adults and others involved in the case

Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #29-38

A. Building Rapport
Trainer Instruction
•

Group participants in dyads and inform them that they will
practice introductions during an initial visit. Each will take turns
being the worker. Each person will have five (5) minutes to
introduce themselves. The worker’s job is ONLY to introduce
her/himself (name, agency) at the door and make the older adult
feel comfortable enough so that she/he might gain access. The
scenario is as follows:
o The older adult is 82 years old, frail, and a little suspicious.
She has been told not to open the door to strangers
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because the neighborhood has been deteriorating. Her
neighbors have been robbed and she feels that anyone
coming to her door must have an ulterior motive. She is
very fearful that someone will take her from her home.
•

After both members of the dyad have had a chance to introduce
themselves, ask them to share the following:
o As the worker, how did it feel to be met with resistance?
o As the older adult, how did it feel to have a stranger come
to the door?
o How did you (the worker) identify yourself? Did you show
an ID? What kind of opening statement did you have? How
did you address the older adult (first name, Mrs.______,)?
o How did you (the older adult) respond to the introduction?
Was there anything the worker could have done differently
that might have put you at ease?

Content to be Discussed
•

Tips for building rapport include respect, professionalism, and
communication strategies.

•

It is of utmost importance to show respect to the older adult
when introducing yourself. Do not address the older adult by her
first name. Perhaps at a later time, the older adult will share her
preference with you and ask that you address her more
informally. We must be careful not to patronize or infantilize
older adults.

•

Part of respect is the worker’s professionalism. Be prepared to
show an ID and to explain in a clear and simple way what
agency you represent. Because of the difficult nature of the visit,
you want to take your time, always be pleasant, and try not to be
too “official” at the door.

•

Having prepared “communication statements” may be helpful.
For example:
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o Universalizing: “We frequently find that seniors aren’t
aware of the many services that are available to them.”
o Empathizing: “I understand your reluctance and realize that
it must not be easy letting a stranger into your home.”
o Credentializing: “I/We have been doing this work for a while
and believe we may have something to offer you that may
make your life a little easier.”
o Clarifying: “I hear that you have some concerns about
what’s going on, and would like to talk about it with you, but
not at the door where your neighbors may see us...”
•

The older adult may be suspicious of your reasons for the visit
and want to know who sent you. Most times you will not be able
to answer that question directly due to confidentiality. Try to
minimize the need to answer WHO but emphasize the WHAT
and the HOW: what is happening and how you can you help.

•

Besides the verbal tasks we have discussed, there is also nonverbal behavior that needs to be demonstrated. This includes
such qualities as confidence, strength, experience, being nonjudgmental, warmth, acceptance, sensitivity, and a calm
demeanor.

B. Gaining Access: The Dos
Trainer Instruction
•

Pose the following question to the large group: What senses can
you use at the door that may help you build rapport and gain
access?

•

Process the content below.

Content to be Discussed
•

It can be a challenge to show up on someone’s doorstep and
introduce yourself to someone who may be suspicious, fearful,
or confused. By bringing “sense-ability,” the worker uses all her
or his senses to build rapport. For example:
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o Vision
 Engagement cues: garden, flowers, photographs,
pets, hobbies, handcrafts, food that may help you to
connect with the older adult
 Nonverbal cues in the older adult’s body language
that may show emotional stress, hostility, or mental
illness
 Medical cues: prescriptions and over the counter
medications
 Environmental cues: condition of home, fire hazards,
types of clutter
o Hearing
 Tone: pitch, intensity, speech patterns, rambling,
delusions, as they may show some form of
emotional stress or possibly mental illness
 Older adult’s perspective of situation
 Older adult’s need to vent
 Regulation of noise when appropriate and possible
 Your own internal voices; if the older adult senses
you are uncomfortable or that you disapprove of
what he or she is saying, it will be difficult to build
trust
 Maintain attentive body posture
o Smell






Decaying garbage
Gas leak
Incontinence
Animals
Alcohol on the breath of the older adult or alleged
perpetrator

o Touch
 Handshake
 Environment
•

Use your “ESP” – your extra senses, or gut feelings, as well. If
you sense that there is danger, either from the older adult, or
from someone inside the house that you cannot see, or from the
inside environment, you may decide to begin the interview out
on the porch. You also may decide to return with a coworker or
with another backup.
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•

Patience is a virtue in APS, so start slowly. It may help to begin
with an “icebreaker” statement or a question that may be
unrelated to the reason for your visit.

•

In this field, we talk about “starting where the older adult is.” It is
important to start there rather than push your own agenda right
away. You will have more success being “with” your older adult
and dealing with her or his concerns up front. Once you have
addressed these concerns and begun to build trust, the rest will
come. This may take more time, but in the long run, you will
build a more solid foundation from which to address the APS
issues.

•

Using your “sense-abilities” and your patience will help you
engage the older adult and hopefully generate an invitation to
access the home.

•

Some communication techniques will also assist in your first
visit. Consider the following tips:
o Use active listening techniques and verbal follow-up,
repeating what the older adult has said to clarify or by
going back to what he or she said previously and asking a
question about it
o Invite discussion using open-ended questions
o Use empathy, communicating that you can understand and
affirm the older adult’s feelings
o Check your understanding of what the older adult said,
summarizing it, and highlighting what seems most
important
o Seek clarification of meanings, especially when there are
cultural differences
o Adjust your speech patterns to meet the apparent
educational level or language ability of the older adult
o Speak clearly but do not yell, talk directly to the older adult
even if using interpreter
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o Do not use lingo, acronyms, or other terms that one may
not understand
o Watch your language; do not use inflammatory or
judgmental questions or statements
o Do not interrogate or bombard the older adult with
questions
o Be realistic in your expectations of the older adult
o Use a collaborative approach
o Maintain the older adult’s ability and opportunity to exercise
options and empower him or her
o Explore jointly the consequences of change
o Give honest and correct information about the nature of
help available and the pros and cons
o Acknowledge feelings (fears, anger)
o Be prepared to take small steps
o Respect the older adult’s wishes, even if you do not agree
with them; important to leave the door “open”

C. Gaining Access: The Don’ts
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion to cover the following content.

Content to be Discussed
•

We need to be aware of what we do that might offend or frighten
the older adult which may influence access. Consider the
following tips:
o Do not bombard
 Do not use blaming language or make accusations
 Do not interrogate
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Avoid authoritative style and language
Do not use inflammatory or assaultive words at the
door
Do not use law enforcement words at the door

o Do not make assumptions
 Clarify words that are used and not described (crazy,
senile, mean)
o Do not patronize
 Avoid leading questions
 Avoid “why” questions
o Do not be a “hero”
 Do not move too quickly or get in the “space” of an
angry person
 Assess if the older adult is under the influence of
alcohol or drugs
 If the environment does not seem safe (unknown
people inside, older adult severely agitated, older
adult refusing access, aggressive animals), have plan
B - interview on the porch, in the yard, or at a
neighbor’s house.
 If the older adult threatens to call police, go to a safe
place, and wait.
 If it does not appear to be a good day, ask when a
better time might be and agree to return.
•

Remember, if you push too much the first time, you may ruin
your chances of building a relationship with the older adult and
then must result to more intrusive measures which will make
things worse.

D. Beware and Be Aware
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group activity by posing each statement listed
below and on the PowerPoint slide. Refer to content below for
question prompts and considerations. Note: click on the
PowerPoint slide to display each statement below.
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•

For each statement, ask participants to discuss how we can be
more aware and beware of situations that might affect our
relationship with older adults.

•

Process responses as a large group.

Content to be Discussed
•

“The place was so dirty I was grossed out and afraid to sit
down.”
Ask: Have you been in this situation? How have you handled
it? There are times when the environment is less than stellar.
And we all have our own standards and tolerance of different
levels of hygiene. We must be aware that this is the older
adult’s home and she may not see the environment the same
way we do. If she senses that we are uncomfortable or
grossed out, it may be harder to build trust. Ask: what
alternatives do you have? Sit on your notebook; say that you
have been sitting for a very long time in the car.

•

“The older adult didn’t seem to understand that much
English, so I had to really yell.”
Ask: What is insensitive about that statement? Just because
an individual has difficulty with the language does not mean
that they are hearing impaired. Yelling will not help them
understand you. It is better to speak in a normal tone of voice,
speaking a little more slowly perhaps and more clearly. Seek
clarification of meanings. Use paraphrasing, perception
checking, and tactful probing questions. Beware of using
slang and acronyms and have patience.

•

“The older adult speaks only Polish, so I found a woman
who was cleaning the apartment next door and asked her to
translate.”
Ask: Was that the best choice of interpreter? Why? What other
choices would you have? We must be aware of individual’s
right to privacy and that sharing personal information with a
stranger may make the client feel uncomfortable. It is
preferable to use someone who the older adult knows and
trust or a professional interpreter with whom your agency
contracts.
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•

“So I told her that her son was no good and she should just
kick him out.”
Ask: Why could that statement be a rapport-breaker? We need
to be aware of the loyalty and love that a parent feels for the
child, even if we perceive (or the evidence shows) that this
child is an abuser or exploiter. In general, we want the older
adult to come to her own conclusions through exploration and
discussion.

•

“I got out my binder and started writing everything she told
me, and she got so upset.”
It is difficult to remember everything and sometimes we need
to take notes.
Ask: How can you do this without causing anxiety in older
adults? Are there other ways you can take notes besides in
front of the older adult? Possible answers: asking permission,
explaining that it’s hard to remember everything and what you
are writing will help you get her the help she needs, or writing
your notes immediately after the visit. If you take notes during
the interview, ask permission, and explain why note taking
may be necessary. To avoid interfering with the
communication climate, maintain eye contact as much as
possible and try to be inconspicuous. Be aware that you are in
the older adult’s home and that she or he might not understand
what information you are writing and for what purpose.

•

“She offered me coffee, but I told her we were not allowed
to accept anything from clients.”
Although accepting gifts from clients is not acceptable, we
need to be aware of the motivation behind the offer. Is the offer
of coffee (or food) part of a cultural expression? We also need
to be flexible and use our best judgment.

•

“He refused to help his wife…said cooking was woman’s
work.”
Ask: Is somebody’s buttons being pushed here? Is this a value
judgment? How will that attitude help her help this couple? We
must be aware of our own biases and feelings and consider
generational and cultural differences. If you want to help the
wife, you will have to engage the husband at some level.
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•

“He wouldn’t even look me in the eye. I know he isn’t telling
the truth.”
Ask: What do you think about that? Are there other reasons
that a person would not look you in the eye? Possible
answers: cultural differences, medical or psychiatric
conditions, shame, or embarrassment. We must beware of
jumping to conclusions before we have all the facts. We also
must become culturally sensitive and be aware of medical and
psychiatric conditions that impede communication.

E. Dealing with Resistance
Trainer Instruction
•

In a large group, ask participants to share reasons why an older
adult might be resistant to allowing a worker access during a
visit.

•

Possible responses may include:
o Fear
 Of being “found out”
 Of being removed from home to hospital or nursing
home
 Of reprisals from alleged perpetrator or family
members (being told not to let anyone in)
 Of strangers at the door
 Of losing independence
 Of the government
o Anger
 At loss of privacy
 At referral source
o Suspicion
 At motivation for your visit
 At motivation of referral source
o Previous negative experience
 With government agencies (health department,
housing authorities)
 With service providers
 With APS
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•

Process responses using the content below.

Content to be Discussed
•

It is important to allow older adults to vent feelings – and for you
not to take these as a personal attack. You must use the
communication and rapport building skills we discussed earlier.
Always respect that you are on the older adult’s turf and
remember to ask permission before you act.

•

If, after all rapport-building and communication-enhancing
efforts, the older adult refuses to meet with you, you must
assess if there is an emergent need. This assessment is based
on: intake and collateral information you obtained before the visit
(including perceived need by referrer, how long situation has
been going on, support system availability), your observations of
the mental and physical status of the older adult, your
observations of the environment, and your communication with
the older adult. You need to consider what is at risk, how great
is the risk, and what emergency interventions are available.

•

There are different emergency options depending on your
findings. These include:
o Emergency medical attention if it is determined that the
older adult is in acute medical stress.
o Psychiatric emergency services if the older adult appears
dangerous to self or others.
o Law enforcement if there is a threat of violence.
o Ex parte emergency protective services order, emergency
protective services order or court order for adult protective
services (evaluations, emergency services order, the
freezing of the adult’s financial assets, orders requiring a
party to vacate the adult’s place of residence or legal
settlement, and restraining orders).

•

Due to the nature of APS work where individual autonomy may
be at conflict with APS responsibility to protect, it may be
challenging to make the decision to use outside authority to gain
access, especially if the older adult is refusing. Therefore, it is
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important to make an accurate assessment and obtain
consultation from your supervisor when possible. Liability issues
must be considered whether intervention is provided against
someone’s will or whether intervention should have been
provided and was not.
•

If you are denied access but determine that there is no emergent
threat, there are less restrictive options. You may negotiate with
the older adult to return at a “better” time. You might ask the
older adult if she or he would feel safer meeting at a different
location (senior center, neighbor, or family member’s home,
doctor’s office). Another choice would be to return with someone
the older adult trusts or visit when a home health aide, visiting
nurse, or other provider is in the home. In general, when trying
to engage a trusting relationship with the older adult, your
flexibility and perseverance are very important qualities to
nurture.
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SECTION VI:
INTERVIEWING THE ALLEGED
PERPETRATOR
Time: 45 minutes
Competency Addressed:
•

303-01-001 - Knows the principles, rules, and standards for
effective verbal and written communication

Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #39-42

•

Trainer Resource #2, Interviewing the Alleged Perpetrator

A. Interviewing the Alleged Perpetrator
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion covering the following content.

Content to be Discussed
•

It is important to remember that we are interviewers, not
interrogators. Rapport building is just as important to do with the
alleged perpetrator as it is with the older adult. Interviews should
be participatory: if the worker monopolizes the interview, the
alleged perpetrator may keep silent. The less stress created in
the interview, the more likely information will be shared.

•

Be aware that the alleged perpetrator may have strong feelings
about your visit. For example: fear (of being caught, of losing a
“meal ticket,” of being kicked out of the house, of being sent to
jail, of being separated from the older adult), anger (at intrusion,
at lack of privacy, at being accused, at the referral source, at the
government), shame (of hurting the older adult, of being
exposed, of not being able to care for the older adult the way
she or he had hoped). In addition, the alleged perpetrator may
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have mental health or substance abuse problems which would
contribute to the emotional state.
•

Also, be aware of your own preconceived feelings from the
information obtained from the referent and from the older adult
and do not prejudge the alleged perpetrator based on this.

•

Think about the types of questions you might ask (after
establishing rapport), making sure that they are non-threatening.
(“Tell me about a typical day.” “What kinds of things do you do
for your mother?” “What kind of help does she need?”) Your line
of questions will also be determined by the reason for the report.

B. The Do’s
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion covering the content below.

Content to be Discussed
•

Keeping a pleasant and even tone may help to lessen
suspiciousness and other emotions. Identification and
credentials help to establish your credibility. It may also be
helpful to carry a copy of Ohio’s APS statute in case the alleged
perpetrator does not believe you have a responsibility to visit. To
help keep the interview on a positive track, stress your role as a
helper, someone who may be able to provide services to both
the older adult and the alleged perpetrator.

•

Using open ended questions will give you a chance to learn
more about the alleged perpetrator, giving him or her a chance
to elaborate. Use your listening skills as well, acknowledging
concerns (without agreeing with the alleged perpetrator’s point
of view). Remember to focus on behaviors rather than feelings.
Using objective educational statements (such as “People who
have to provide care often….”) may help the interview stay
professional rather than personal.

•

For your own protection, stay at a safe distance from the alleged
perpetrator, especially if there is a sign of violent behavior,
mental illness, or substance abuse. Also make sure you position
yourself, so you have clear access to the door. At the beginning
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of the interview you will be using the same skills you used with
the older adult - communication and listening.
•

One technique to enhance communication is “postural
mirroring.” This entails matching the posture of the person being
interviewed. For example: if the interviewee leans forward, so
does the worker.

•

Make your questions older adult-centered. This will make them
seem less provocative and will make the alleged perpetrator see
you as someone who wants to make a detailed assessment of
the older adult’s situation rather than focusing on the alleged
perpetrator’s behaviors or actions.

•

Start slowly and generally. For example:
o Thank you for waiting while I interviewed your mother. I
need your help – I am trying to determine her situation, so
we can see what services are appropriate at this time. I
would like to spend some time with you, so you can tell me
your perception of how things are here.
o Tell me what you want me to know about your mother.
o What is her medical condition? What medicine does she
take?
o How involved are you with your mother’s everyday activities
and care?
o What do you expect her to do for herself?
o What does she expect you to do for her? Do you do those
things? Are you able to do them? Have you had any
difficulties? What kind?
o Please describe how you spend a typical day.
o Do you have any supports? Are there siblings who help?
o What responsibilities do you have outside the home?
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•

Save more sensitive questions for last, for example:
o You know those bruises on your mother’s arms? How do
you suppose she got them?
o Your mother seems quite thin. How do you think she got
that way?

•

If the alleged perpetrator becomes defensive, thank him or her
again for being so cooperative and providing this important
information.

C. The Don’ts
Trainer Instruction
•

Divide participants into small groups. Using Trainer Resource
#2, Interviewing the Alleged Perpetrator, distribute one (1) to
two (2) statements to each group. Instruct participants to read
the statement(s), discuss what makes the statement a
communication-buster, and have them rewrite the statement in a
way will make the alleged perpetrator less defensive.

•

Give participants ten (10) minutes to do the activity in a small
group and then have a large group discussion for ten (10)
minutes. Note: click on the PowerPoint slide to display each
statement below.

•

For each question below there are a few possible
communication enhancers; there are many more options, of
course. This activity may be done in a large group to save time
or assign one communication buster to each group. Use the
content below to fill in responses.

Content to be Discussed
•

“I understand you’ve been leaving your mother alone at
night while you go to the bar.”
Possible responses:
o

What kind of supervision does your mother require?

o Tell me a little about your responsibilities with your mother.
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o When do you get a chance to have time for yourself?
•

“We received a report that said you are living off your
mother’s social security checks.”
Possible responses:
o How long have you lived with your mother?
o Are you working at the moment?
o How long have you been out of work?
o How do you support yourself?

•

“The law states that we need to see your mother. If you do
not cooperate, I’ll come back with the police.”
Possible responses:
o I know it must be difficult having a stranger in your home.
o My job is to see what I (our agency) can do to make things
easier for you and your mother.

•

“Your mother says that you don’t shop for her and she is
always hungry.”
Possible responses:
o Please tell me about your mother’s eating habits.
o Who does the food shopping?
o Does your mother have a special diet?

•

“Your husband told me you hit him with your cane. The
poor defenseless man is in a wheelchair. How can you do
such a thing?”
Possible responses:
o How long has your husband been using a wheelchair?
o How is it for you to take care of him now that he is in a
wheelchair?
o What kind of care does your husband need?
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•

“My job is to investigate allegations of abuse, neglect, and
exploitation of older adults. Are you the one caring for your
mother?”
Possible responses:
o My name is______________ and I work for
_____________________agency. Our agency provides
services to older adults who might need some extra
assistance.
o We find that caring for an older adult can be challenging.
Are you the one who is helping her?

Content to be Discussed
•

Although you want to introduce yourself and your reason for
visiting, it would be helpful not to get too “official” or bureaucratic
at the door. Be careful of your language - words like should, do
not, must, ought, never, you need to.

•

It is important to be aware of other words that could be
emotionally charged. For example: crime, abuse, perpetrator,
exploitation. Be aware of biases - a positive halo (general
positive impression leading to a positive impression of all traits
and behaviors) or a negative halo (judging based on one
negative trait).

•

It is important not to patronize the person being interviewed,
whether the older adult or the alleged perpetrator. Asking
leading questions or manipulating the person being interviewed
may lead to a closing of communication. Embarrassing the
interviewee may also cause mistrust and break down
communication. If the alleged perpetrator feels manipulated or
shamed, this could lead to agitation, anger, and potential
violence.

•

APS is a difficult job and worker safety is very important.
Therefore, we want you to learn what you do or say which may
trigger an angry or violent reaction, so you can avoid it.
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SECTION VII:
ASSESSING POTENTIAL DANGER AND
DE-ESCALATION
Time: 55 minutes
Competencies Addressed:
•

305-01-002 - Knows the stages in escalating conflict, verbal and
behavior indicators of increasing tension, and interventions to
prevent further escalation

•

307-01-002 - Knows why eliciting information from case records
and key informants regarding mental health status, substance
abuse, and prior violent behavior is important before engaging in
direct contact with an older adult and others involved in the case

Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #43-54

•

Trainer Resource #3, Case Vignette

A. Alleged
Danger

Perpetrator

Behaviors Associated with

Trainer Instruction
•

In a large group, ask participants to share examples of red flags
associated with potential danger. Fill in with content below.

Content to be Discussed
•

There are red flags, or factors that may indicate the possibility of
danger or violence or increase the likelihood that violence will
occur. Presence of specific indicators does not mean that
violence WILL occur nor does the lack of indicators mean that
violence WILL NOT occur. These are predictive indicators to use
as tools in one's professional assessment of a situation.
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•

Traits and factors that raise the potential for violence may
include:
o Prior Violence – Prior violence is the number one predictor
of recurrent violence. Persons who have been violent in the
past are more likely to be violent again. Review case
histories for past violence prior to a visit and ask about
current or earlier violent behavior at the initial visit. Of
interest would be the individual's most violent act and how
often one has violent thoughts.
o Internal Feelings - Fear, humiliation, boredom, grief, and a
sense of powerlessness are associated with aggressive
behaviors. To reduce risk, avoid interacting in ways that
may make an older adult feel embarrassed. Rather, provide
knowledge that will empower older adults to recognize and
respond with non-violent options.
o Physical Factors - Lack of sleep, physical exhaustion, use
of drugs or alcohol, brain injury, trauma, heat, hunger, cold,
physical disability, or chronic pain can increase the risk of
violent responses.
o Situational Factors - Access to weapons, a history of
childhood abuse or aggression, a sense of injustice or
oppression can lead to violence.
o

•

Forced Removal - Growing evidence proves that violence
is more likely when persons are removed from their living
situations, especially if it occurs in front of family or friends.
Therefore, removals should always be planned events and
never be conducted alone.

Information about a person's history or current emotional state is
not always available, however, there are signs that you can look
for from the people in the home visit environment. For example:
o General Observations
 Are you able to establish rapport?
 Seems under the influence of alcohol or drugs?
 Feels overwhelmed, hopeless, stressed
 Verbalizes being angry, upset in general
 Seems angry specifically at you or your agency
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Disorientation, delusions, hallucinations, extreme
anxiety

o Physical Observations
 Appears agitated; pacing
 Forced or intrusive eye contact
 Tense facial expressions
 Irritable
 Movement into personal space
 Indirect threats of violence
 Touch - that is tight or constraining
 Position of arms, legs, hands, feet, head, and
shoulders, heavier breathing, expanding veins, red
face, clenched jaw or muscles, body posture, knit
brow, fixed stare
 Increase or changes in motor activity, withdrawal,
irritability, hostility
o Verbal Observations
 Indirect threats of violence
 Dehumanizing language, verbal abuse
 Raised voice or labored speech
 Escalating voice or tone
 Abnormal stuttering, rapid, angry speech, serious,
specific
swearing,
unusual
silence,
short
monosyllabic, cut-off patterns of speech, short,
clipped yes or no answers to questions
•

Changes in reaction, triggering events and hidden secrets are
special red flags. Pay close attention to changes in reaction by
the alleged perpetrator. Although the situation between the older
adult and alleged perpetrator may have been going on behind
closed doors for a long time, this first visit by APS may indicate
to them that the secret is “out.” This may put the alleged
perpetrator in “high alert” and cause him or her more anxiety,
needing to blame the worker for exposing the “secret.” Also, be
aware of triggering events such as anniversaries, holidays, court
dates, as these can bring up angry feelings in the alleged
perpetrator.
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B. Preventing Dangerous Situations
Trainer Instructions
•

Lead a large group discussion to cover the following content.

Content to be Discussed
•

Although we have discussed some of these earlier, it is
important to review them. Your safety as APS workers is very
important so we want you to really understand what you can do
if you find yourself in a difficult situation.

•

Attitude
o Self-awareness is a most important tool. Modeling a calm
and confident stance may help calm an agitated individual.
Know what pushes your buttons so you do not react
inappropriately. Understand your own value system: we all
come from different “worlds” and we must be careful not to
impose our own values on others. The behavior that others
may show may be offensive to you, but to connect, you
must try to accept him or her as an individual.

•

Listening Skills
o Minimize interruptions, avoid why questions, help clarify.
Use listening and sense-ability skills. Avoid challenges to
expressed feelings or statements: arguing with someone
initially will not be helpful. Assess individuals by reading
between the lines, noting mixed messages. You will be
able to come back to those. Use silence: allows individual
time to regroup.
o Be aware of your body language, your movements, and
your tone of voice. Sit with older adult rather than standing
over him or her. Be open-minded and problem solving.
Remember that the individual’s feelings are real to him or
her, even if not based on what you are seeing. Stay
attentive to the individual, respecting cultural differences.
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•

Communication Skills
o Do not use language or lingo that one cannot understand.
o Lower your voice, speak slowly and reassuringly.
Acknowledge anger, anxiety, and fear. You are a stranger
on someone else’s turf.
o Do not try and talk people out of delusions or
hallucinations. Reasoning with a person who is inebriated,
or hallucinating is futile and may increase agitation.
o Be careful not to placate or make promises (or threats) that
you cannot keep. Remember misinformation breeds
distrust and will come back to haunt you.

•

Gut Reaction
o Be aware of your own anxiety.
o Do not deny what you see – warning signs shown by older
adult’s communication and body language. Do not take the
resistance personally unless you have done something to
provoke. Walk in his or her shoes and try to feel what it
must be like for him or her.
o If it feels dangerous, trust your own judgment. Stop the
interview. Leave the home.
o If the alleged perpetrator seems to be a danger to self or
others, or if you believe that a crime has been committed,
contact mental health emergency or law enforcement once
you are safe.

C. De-escalating Tense Situations
Trainer Instruction
•

Lead a large group discussion covering the following content on
tips for de-escalating tense situations.
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Content to be Discussed
•

De-escalating tense situations:
o General Actions
 There is no "right" technique that will diffuse tension
in every situation. The goal, however, is to help the
angry person reduce the amount of tension he or
she is feeling and gain control of their aggressive
actions. Model calm behavior both verbally and with
body language.
 One of the most important things to do, and
admittedly difficult, is to remain calm. Staying calm
is not always possible but it is necessary to continue
to think about the options available and choose the
best ones.
 It is easier to act calmly when you remember that the
anger comes from the situation and is not directed
personally to you. Defensiveness on your part
validates the angry behavior and increases the
tension.
 Be sensitive and alert to differences in cultural
expressions and beliefs
 Remain self-confident and pleasant
 Maintain older adult's hope
 Support normal emotional responses
o Verbal Actions
 Show respect, use empathic listening skills, and
follow the angry persons lead by asking "what do
you need from me?" Talk about the frustration or
problem that has come up, reflect feelings and
behaviors, and take responsibility for your mistakes.
 Speak in a calm, direct and respectful tone. Keep
the pitch and level of your voice evenly modulated.
Slow down your speech and speak clearly, simply,
and directly so the other person can understand you
despite their anger. Keep sentences short and to the
point and repeat, if necessary. A person who is
upset may have difficulty processing and
understanding what is being said and may need to
hear it more than one time.
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Using phrases such as "calm down" or "take it easy"
are NOT good ideas as they suggest that you do not
understand why the other person is so upset.
Interpret behavior cautiously, “You look like you are
getting more upset, is that right?"
If hostility is decreasing, do not interrupt.
If hostility is increasing, gently interrupt, "I need to
say something right now.”
Offer choices such as talking later or agreeing on a
cooling off period. Allow the person to save face give the person a way out.
Distracting a person or changing the topic may be
helpful. However, it may further anger people if they
realize you are diverting them.
Do not use humor; when people are angry it can
easily be misinterpreted.

o Physical Actions
 Use nonthreatening, non-confrontational body
language
 Move slowly, keep hands visible
 Avoid placing hands on hips or crossing arms over
chest
 Avoid physical closeness; do not touch an angry
person
 Reduce eye contact, do not stare or glare
 Position yourself to the side of the person, so you
are not squarely facing them. Do not turn your back
to the angry person.
 Let them know any physical movements you are
going to make before you do it. For instance, "I'm
going to use my phone to call my supervisor to see if
she can help with getting what you need."
 Acknowledge the older adult's choice to end the visit
if they are feeling out of control.
 Do not stand between the person and the door.
o Exiting a Tense Situation
 Leave the situation if you feel threatened. You might
state that you are leaving and provide a reason, or
you may "remember" something you left in your car
and simply exit.
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If a situation escalates try to keep your anxiety in
check and above all keep thinking to review possible
options and choose the best one.
If you have attempted to stabilize the situation and
things still seem to be escalating, leave or get help.
Recognize that leaving a tense situation that is
escalating is a viable and professional action. It also
allows the older adult time to maintain their dignity.
Ask for a cooling off period or to reschedule.
Even if a person seems to be calming down give him
or her time and physical space. It takes about 30-40
minutes to physiologically calm down from anger.
Remain alert and sensitive to the person and his or
her state of mind.

D. Case Vignette
Trainer Instruction
•

Conclude this section by conducting a small group activity.
Divide participants into small groups.

•

Distribute Trainer Resource #4, Case Vignette and instruct
participants to read each part of the case vignette. Ask each
small group to discuss their feelings as the situation changes
and the de-escalation strategies they would use.

•

Remind the participants that there are no right answers.
Rehearsing how to handle dangerous situations in a safe
environment can help them prepare for the possibility of this type
of situation.

•

At the end of the activity, debrief the questions on in the trainer
resource. Also debrief with participants about their feelings after
doing this activity. If they indicate that they are nervous or afraid,
reassure them that most workers never experience any kind of
physical attack on the job. Encourage them to work with their
supervisor to develop more safety skills.
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SECTION VIII:
TRANSFER OF LEARNING
Time: 15 minutes
Materials:
•

PowerPoint Slide #55

Trainer Instruction
•

In a large group, pose the following statement: “One skill that I
will need to acquire or strengthen is…” Ask for volunteers to
share a few examples with the group.

•

Review any remaining parking lot questions.
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